
 

AUTOMATIC GATES CONFORMITY CERTIFICATE? 

 

What certificate of conformity or compliance should we be given and when? A 

document should be issued at the commissioning stage of a new installation, by the 

manufacture of the in-situ machine, declaring compliance with the DHF & NSI ‘Code-of-

practice’ British Standards and approved CE marking, with maintenance schedule. 

 

 
 

Also all the mayor components should have their own Declaration of Incorporation or 

Conformity. These would normally be held within the systems technical file and accessed 

when and as requested. 

 

When would these other declarations be needed? They would not and on their own hold 

little real usefulness, unless the component can be proven individually or otherwise, 

responsible for a given incident or claim and the product is free from abuse or misuse. 

 

They do however offer some proof that the individual item was tested and passed a level 

of competence in its own right, so it may be fit for safe use. However this is relevant 

upon the design and installation of it within its installed position and function. All in line 

with the requirement of the manufacture and suitably maintained accordingly. 

 

Should a certificate of conformity or compliance be given on servicing an existing 

installation and if so how often? No, currently there is no such official guideline in this 

regard other than that of an up-to-dated risk assessment or review of the system. 



 

What should we be asking for from our maintainer? A system report with a safety risk 

review and any recommendations or observations that need attending to. 

 

         
 

Each recommendation should be listed, prioritised and titled clearly, explaining their 

reason, purpose and any likely consequence, as well as the affect they may have upon the 

performance or function of the system. 

 

What about force testing and alike? These are typical aspects of the system that the 

maintainer may need to provide adequate evidence of safe operation if and when 

challenged? In their own right, they do not prove the system was left in a safe working 

state and in any event they should not be exclusively relied upon. 

 

 

TYPICAL HAZARDS: include but are not limited to; 

 

Anti-personal  Dragging Drawing Entrapment Loose items 

 

Structural Defects Shearing Sharp areas Tripping Impact   

 

Hazard creation Poor state Faulty part Force  Release 

 

Environmental Electrical Ware & Tear Loadings Reducing gaps 

 

 

What should a good system report state? Is the design of the system and all its parts, 

fulfilling its current Purpose, within its Location, at the required Level of use, including 

the environmental needs, for all users and likely bystanders, Safely & Reliably? What 

could be improved upon? Estimated life expectancy as well as system worthiness? 

 

Every day owners rely upon the trust they install in the service provided! 
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